IMPACTO AIRSOL INSOLES
®

®

Anti-Fatigue Shoe Inserts









Help reduce fatigue when standing on hard surfaces for long periods
Provide superior shock & impact absorption when walking or running
Industrial grade ensure long wear
Excellent compression resistance
Guaranteed to not breakdown
Open cell foam provides excellent breathability
Biocide additive helps reduce foot odour
PVC-Free for a clean environment!

IMPACTO® lightweight cellular cushioning foam insoles. Open-cell structure engineered for greater resiliency, breathability and reducing
heat build up. Top layer provides constant cushioning and even distribution of weight to protect pressure points. Fully washable. The
AIRSOL® is available in two styles, flat for low cut shoes and fully molded for boots and safety footwear.

ASMOLD
Molded style insoles
have heel and arch
support, ideal for
safety footwear, boots
and running shoes.

ASFLAT
Flat style insoles forr
maximum comfort andd
support when usingg
for low cut and dresss
footwear.

AIRSOL® Insoles Size Information (Shoe)
SIZE
USA Men
USA Women
UK
Europe

A
5 - 6.5
1.5 - 3
33 - 35

B

C/E

7 - 8.5
3.5 - 5
36 - 38

7 - 8.5
9 - 10.5
5.5 - 7
39 - 40

D/F

G

H

9 - 10.5 11 - 12.5 13 - 14
11 - 12.5
7.5 - 9
9.5 - 11 11.5 - 12.5
41 - 43
44 - 45
46 - 47

FITTING INSTRUCTIONS If your shoe
oe si
sizee does not correspond eexactly
actl to the si
sizee rang
range
indicated, you may trim the front part of the insole with a pair of scissors. DO NOT TRIM
THE HEEL AREA. Before inserting ASMOLD insole remove any existing insoles from the
shoe. For ASFLAT, existing insoles can be left in the shoe as long as fit is comfortable.
Insert the new AIRSOL into the shoe.
CARE INSTRUCTIONS Hand wash or wipe the surface with rubbing alcohol or warm
soapy water. Hang to Dry.
IMPORTANT
It is recommended that once inserted the insoles remain in the
shoes. Continual removal of insoles from one pair of shoes to another may cause
deterioration.
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